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Adventures in Respiration is not a physiological monograph in the usual
sense, but rather the scientific autobiography of one of America's leaders in
the physiology of respiration. The layman may find interest and some
amusement, the scientist suggestive information, the physiologist a chastening
which he may deserve, and the physician a challenge to creative application
of the facts presented. ROBERT W. CLARKE.
THE CULTURE OF ORGANS. By Alexis Carrel and Charles A.
Lindbergh. Paul B. Hoeber, New York, 1938. xix + 221 pp.
$4.50.
Aside from the initial and the final chapters, this book is solely a presenta-
tion, in infinite detail, of the equipment and the methods which have made
possible the in vitro maintenance of organs.
The introductory chapter, which deals with the purpose of the method,
takes as a point of departure such statements as, "Anatomical specimens are
nothing but useful artefacts," ". . . structure and function have no sepa-
rate existence," and "Cells and medium are one." With this as a basis it
develops that a proper and complete understanding of organs, and of the
factors which influence them, can be attained only when they are studied
under conditions of survival and under the influence of the fluids which regu-
late function.
The concluding chapter again calls attention to the fact that structure and
function are, within limits, regulated by the chemical composition of the
perfusing fluids. "The Ultimate Goal"-the final section of the text, sug-
gests ways in which knowledge gained through use of the technic herein
described may find application. GEO. H. SMITH.
METHODS OF TISSUE CULTURE. By Raymond C. Parker. Paul
B. Hoeber, New York, 1938. xxxii + 292 pp. $5.
The first fifteen chapters of this text represent a laboratory manual
wherein are to be found specific statements relative to those procedures essen-
tial to the successful in vitro culture of tissues. As such, it is a most useful
guide for all who are finding in tissue-culture technic a method offering
a new approach to diverse biological problems. Not merely content with
detailing the procedures useful in culturing tissues, chapters are added dealing
with such subjects as "Growth Measurements and their Interpretation," "His-
tological Procedures," and "Photomicrography and Microcinematography."
The readable portion of the text is Chapter XVI, in which the author